Department of Religious Studies Graduates

Based on nine-month post-graduation survey results

- 40% Employed
- 40% Accepted to Graduate School
- 20% Employed and Accepted to Graduate School

Number of Respondents: 5

Where Are They Now?

Class of 2014 graduates of the Department of Religious Studies can be found working and earning advanced degrees at prestigious graduate schools throughout North Carolina, Virginia, and Pennsylvania.

In Their Own Words

“In my class the SPDC conducted mock interviews, went over resumes, and gave advice for the job search. I think it is a beneficial source that myself and other students should take advantage of.”

Bailey Nugent
Class of 2015

Sample Employers

- Fulbright US Student Program
- Georgetown University, Office of Campus Ministry
- Teach for America
- The Harvest Table

Sample Position Titles

- Coach
- Fulbright English Teaching Assistant
- Interreligious Coordinator
- Educator

Sample Graduate Schools

- East Carolina University
- Emory University
- Johnson and Wales University
- Loyola University of Maryland
- Ohio State University
- Princeton Theological Seminary
- Radford University
- University of Maryland
- University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
- University of Washington
- Vanderbilt University, School of Divinity
- Wake Forest, School of Divinity

*Data regarding employers, position titles, and graduate schools represents information from the classes of 2013 and 2014.